
Co-Mailing with Royle has brought huge savings for 
multiple clients across the nation.

A Co-Mail pool enables lower-volume mailings to receive significant postage discounts that 
would not have otherwise met sortation discount criteria. The pool works by combining 
multiple mailing lists and presorting them together as if they were one big mailing. The 
portion of presorted bundles that would reach carrier route of this larger combined list 
would be higher for each participant then what they could have reached on their own. So 
almost anyone can find savings!

We’ve found multiple instances of publishers unaware of co-mailing services for distributing 
their publication and the potential savings they could achieve! Royle Account Executive’s 
have transitioned multiple clients to co-mail pools only to discover an average postage 
savings of $400 per month!

In one case, a Royle Account Executive had taken it upon them-self to keep track of their 
client’s overall savings and found after utilizing Royle’s co-mail service, they saved enough 
to cover the full production cost of a single issue each year! This is yet another story 
of hidden savings being discovered due to the expertise and knowledge a Royle Account 
Executive provides to each client.

A few things to consider...

• ALG Logistics - Bolingbrook, IL - Royle Printing’s distribution partner.

• Royle offers 2 co-mail pools per week; averaging 2MM+ pieces per pool.

• All pools are processed with Smart-Soft software; optimizing discounts and ensuring all 
pieces have an optimal position in the co-mail pool.

• Clear, concise invoices without any unexpected charges.

About Us
Our goal is to be viewed as a leading resource of print and digital solutions, helping 
our clients choose the right blend of mediums to execute their marketing strategies. 
As multi-channel marketing and communication tactics continue to evolve, Royle will 
press forward with investments in new technologies and equipment; keeping our 
clients and Royle on the forefront of this evolution.
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